Nov 15  SIAM Poster Session
Juried student poster session to be held in conjunction with AWM Workshops

Feb 1  Birman Prize
Highlights exceptional research in topology or geometry by a woman early in her career

Feb 1  Mentoring Travel Grant
Grant for untenured women PhD mathematicians to travel to a mentor’s workplace to do research for one month

Feb 1  Microsoft Research Prize
Highlights exceptional research in algebra by a woman early in her career

Feb 1  Sadosky Prize
Highlights exceptional research in analysis by a woman early in her career

Feb 1  Student Essay Contest
Interview-based biographies of contemporary women mathematicians and statisticians

Feb 1  Travel Grant
Grant for women PhD mathematicians to attend meetings or conferences

May 15  AWM Fellows
Recognizes individuals who have demonstrated a sustained commitment to the support and advancement of women in the mathematical sciences

May 15  Hay Award
Recognizes outstanding achievement by a woman in any area of mathematics education

May 15  Humphreys Award
Recognizes outstanding mentorship from math teachers (female or male) who have encouraged female undergrad students to pursue mathematical careers and/or graduate mathematics study

May 15  Service Award
Recognizes individuals for promoting and supporting women in math through exceptional service to the AWM

May 15  Student Chapter Awards
Recognizes outstanding achievements in any of four categories: scientific excellence, outreach, professional development, and funding/sustainability

May 15  Travel Grant
Grant for women PhD mathematicians to attend meetings or conferences

Aug 15  JMM Poster Session
Juried student poster session to be held in conjunction with AWM Workshops

Oct 1  Dissertation Prize
Honors outstanding dissertations by women mathematical scientists (defended within the past two years)

Oct 1  Falconer Lecture
Honors women who have made distinguished contributions to math sciences or mathematics education

Oct 1  Kovalesky Lecture
Recognizes those in the scientific or engineering community whose work highlights the achievement of women in applied or computational mathematics

Oct 1  Michler Prize
Honors outstanding women who have recently been promoted to Associate Professor as Research Fellows in the Cornell Mathematics Department

Oct 1  Noether Lecture
Honors women who have made fundamental and sustained contributions to the mathematical sciences

Oct 1  Schafer Prize
Recognizes a woman undergraduate who has demonstrated excellence in mathematics

Oct 1  Travel Grant
Grant for women PhD mathematicians to attend meetings or conferences

π = Nominations in even years only
ʃ = Nominations in odd years only

Nominations and applications should be submitted through MathPrograms at: https://www.mathprograms.org. Additional information about all of the AWM programs can be found on the AWM website: https://awm-math.org/awards/.